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Abstract—Internet of Things offers the infrastructure for
smooth functioning of autonomous context-aware devices being
connected towards the Cloud. Edge Computing (EC) relies
between the IoT and Cloud providing significant advantages. One
advantage is to perform local data processing (limited latency,
bandwidth preservation) with real time communication among
IoT devices, while multiple nodes become hosts of the collected
data (reported by IoT devices). In this work, we provide a
mechanism for the exchange of data synopses (summaries of
extracted knowledge) among EC nodes that are necessary to
give the knowledge on the data present in EC environments.
The overarching aim is to intelligently decide on when nodes
should exchange data synopses in light of efficient execution of
tasks. We enhance such a decision with a stochastic optimization
model based on the Theory of Optimal Stopping. We provide
the fundamentals of our model and the relevant formulations on
the optimal time to disseminate data synopses to network edge
nodes. We report a comprehensive experimental evaluation and
comparative assessment related to the optimality achieved by our
model and the positive effects on EC.
Index Terms—Edge Computing, Data Synopsis, Optimal Stopping Theory, Network Monitoring, Context-awareness.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The new form of the internet leads to a vast Internet of
Things (IoT) infrastructure [37], where numerous autonomous
devices are interconnected, interact and exchange data and
knowledge. End devices exhibit data sensing and processing
capabilities and are connected with the upper layers of the
infrastructure to deliver data and knowledge. Knowledge diffusion involves either local (in-network/on-board) data processing or data transfer through the network towards the
Cloud for further processing. The increased latency for getting responses when relying to Cloud triggers the need of
novel efficient methods for local storage and management.
The advent of Edge Computing (EC) [37] deals with data
storage and processing close to locations where data are
originally observed. There, we evidence numerous EC Nodes
(ENs) that process data limiting the latency in the provision
of knowledge. Knowledge can be represented in the form
of predictive analytics queries, tasks, or explanatory-driven
models and statistics, e.g., regression coefficients, histograms,
digests. ENs tend to improve their computational resources as
the processors and memory become even more powerful, while
their connectivity is not guaranteed [21]. The local storage of
Manuscript received April, 2020. Corresponding author: K. Kolomvatsos
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data can guarantee the efficient support of analytics queries
issued in various locations in the network, especially when
there is limited connectivity. Certain research efforts study the
sophisticated selection of data hosts based on their available
memory and energy levels. However, such approaches do not
incorporate data consistency mechanisms. Additionally, by
having a minimum sufficient statistics of the collected data
efficiently assists query assignments tasks as well as execution
plans, i.e., one can assign predictive analytics queries to
specific EC/IoT nodes instead of migrating data or queries. For
instance, if an IoT application requests temperature values over
pre-defined threshold, one can trivially exclude nodes that their
current datasets contain temperatures below this threshold.
Moreover, the distributed data storage assists in the elimination
of the probability of data loss and cope with nodes failure.
The intention of our work is to support the context-aware
autonomous nature of ENs to efficiently process the data and
deliver responses to incoming predictive analytics queries, or
simply queries. When a new query arrives, ENs should decide
where the query will be executed based on the requests for
data. Decisions should be taken in a distributed manner over
the minimum sufficient statistics of data present in the entire
ecosystem. That is because, the EN where queries are initially
issued might not always be the owner of the data to get an
appropriate response. For any decision taken, ENs should have
a holistic view on the data of their networked neighboring
peers to avoid relying on data migration for query local
processing. Instead of migrating the relevant data (obviously,
data migration negatively affects the network performance),
ENs need to decide to ‘migrate’ the query and anticipate
for the final response. To obtain a holistic view on the
data owned by their peers, ENs rely on statistical synopses
that are lightweight and can be efficiently transferred within
the network. However, such synopses should be valid and
effectively depict the statistics of the corresponding dataset(s).
In this context, we advance the autonomous behavior of each
EN with a context-aware mechanism that: (i) monitors the
updates on synopses and the network performance; and (ii)
decides when it is the appropriate time to disseminate these
synopses to peer ENs. The appropriate time relies on the
dynamic changes in synopses, current status of the network,
and future estimations of the network’s performance.
Our mechanism adopts on-line statistical learning to support
the aforementioned decision making mechanism relying on the
awareness of the network performance context and the forecast
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of the network status. Statistical information is ‘smoothly’
combined with the changes in the synopses as new data arrive
in ENs by developing an ensemble of past observations and
future estimates. The current and future network status and
the updates of synopses become the basis of our proactive,
time-optimized model for deciding when it is the right time to
disseminate synopses to ENs. The final decision is optimally
achieved based on the principles of Optimal Stopping Theory
(OST) [38]. To the best of our knowledge, in principle, our
mechanism is the first to achieve context-aware and pro-active
optimal decision making using OST by taking into account
significant differences (in magnitude) in synopses previously
disseminated to ENs and nowcasting the current and forecasting the future network status. This yields communicationefficient distribution of synopses. The salient contributions are:
• a time-optimized monitoring mechanism over magnitude
of synopsis changes while being aware on the current and
future network context;
• statistical learning models trained over historical performance used for forecasting future network performance;
• mathematical formulation and analysis of a proactive
OST stochastic optimization model supporting the behavior of autonomous ENs on deciding at the best time to
distribute updated synopses to peers;
• extensive experimental evaluation and comparative assessment with other models found in the literature showcasing the strengths of our approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related
work & Section III provides an overview of our problem and
mechanism. Section IV introduces mechanisms for synopses
and network performance monitoring, while Section V introduces statistical learning methods for network performance
context. Section VI provides an analysis and stochastic optimization solution of our mechanism. Section VII reports on
the experimental evaluation and comparative assessment, while
Section VIII concludes the paper with future research agenda.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The vast amount of data reported through data streams poses
unique space and time constraints on their computation [3].
Due to the huge amount of data, data synopses are undeniably
useful for a variety of applications. Data synopses depict a
‘high’ level description of data and represent their statistics [3].
In this work, we focus on synopses used to (i) approximate
query [14]: estimate query results in an online manner; (ii)
approximate join estimation [24]: estimate the size of a join
operation; (iii) calculate aggregate statistics over data [19],
[33]; (iv) data mining [1], [2]: provision of synopses instead
of individual data points, e.g., clustering, classification rules.
Synopses act as ‘representatives’ of data and usually involve
summarizations or selection of specific subsets [31]. Such
statistical and sufficient representations become useful when
they need to be transferred in the network or be processed in
real time for decision making. Indicatively, synopses generation techniques involve sampling [31], load shedding [45],
sketching [9] and micro cluster based summarization [1].
Other statistical techniques, like histograms and wavelets are

also adopted for synopses [3]. The selection of the specific
technique is a decision that depends on the problem context
and the system resources. Research efforts in the literature deal
with partitioning large volumes of data. The partitioning assists
in the parallel management of data and specific techniques are
adopted to split the data in a manner where after the end of
the process, we obtain a view on the contents of each partition
(refer to [40] for a survey). Should we efficiently combine data
partitioning with synopsis, we could limit the time required for
providing the final responses to issued queries. We expect to
significantly reduce the data processing time by obtaining a
view on their statistics in advance.
Schism in [20] is a workload-aware approach for database
partitioning improving the scalability of shared-nothing distributed databases. ElaTras in [23] addresses scalability and
leverages elasticity of Cloud data stores by providing scalable transactional access. The data look up process in [27]
inspired by mobile computing roaming protocols aims to
efficiently handle data migration without affecting scalability.
The transaction-aware mechanism for data partitioning in [39]
performs efficiently for online transactional applications in the
Cloud. The model in [28] guarantees quality of data by applying outliers detection mechanisms to correct data partitions
in EC. The above-mentioned approaches are not aware of the
edge network status/context (principally: bandwidth, throughput, latency), while not being pro-active of future network
performance to decide on knowledge diffusion and/or data
share within the network. And this is our primary desideratum
of our approach: be network-context aware and proactive
by nowcasting the present and forecasting future network
performance, thus, (i) becoming communication efficient while
(ii) retaining quality of analytics by optimally deciding when
to disseminate altered synopses.
Resource management at the network edge is emerging.
When tasks are offloaded at the edge, there is a need for
efficient resource management that facilitates task/data processing and the timely provision of results. ENs adopt three
fundamental policies for workloads execution [46]: (i) through
aggregation models where data, coming from multiple devices,
are collected and pre-processed in an EN [47]. Data are
locally processed before transferred to Cloud, thus, limiting
the time for delivering the results; (ii) through collaborative
models where ENs interact with IoT devices offloading subsets of tasks [50]; (iii) through centralized approach where
ENs act as execution points for the tasks offloaded by IoT
devices [41]. ENs exhibiting more computational capabilities
than IoT devices undertake the responsibility of performing
intensive tasks, however, at the expense of being overloaded.
As discussed in [46], research in offloading workloads towards
ENs focus on caching [12], context-aware web browsing, and
video pre-processing [42], while, recently, approaches cope
with the resource management problem [16], [46], [34]. They
address the challenges of deciding on tasks/data offloading to
ENs taking into consideration communication as in [13] and
[36]. However, the decision making of the above-mentioned
approaches is unaware of the past, current, and future network
performance, which is a crucial factor especially in dynamic
environments. More importantly, obtaining local knowledge in
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advance for tasks/data offloading (achieved by synopses over
local data) requires efficient mechanisms for timely, up-to-date
synopsis diffusion reflecting actual changes of the data. This
significantly drives the quality of results obtained once ENs
are holistically aware of their data and neighbors minimum
sufficient statics thus guaranteeing data/query-task execution
only to appropriate ENs. Our mechanism supports these
desiderata by not only drastically departing from the current
approaches being network-context and data-summaries aware,
but also leveraging the decision making by being pro-active
due to (i) learning the past and forecasting future network
context and (ii) radically relying on the evaluation of inherent
changes on synopses due to the changing nature of the underlying data; which is a dominant factor in EC environments.
And, the fundamental differentiation of our approach with the
literature is that the decision making is achieved by fulfilling
an incremental stochastic optimization objective, departing
from arbitrary hard/threshold-based decision makings found
in certain approaches, e.g., [13], [36]. To the best of our
knowledge our mechanism is the first network context and
synopsis-aware stochastic objective-driven decision making,
whose performance and adaptability is thoroughly evaluated
and presented in our experimental section.
III. P RELIMINARIES AND OVERVIEW
A. Edge Computing Infrastructure
For a nomenclature, refer to Table I (r.v. stands for random
variable). Consider a set of N ENs N = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nN },
with datasets D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , DN }. Each EN ni communicates directly with its networked neighbors in Ni ✓ N
(see Fig. 3(left)). Every dataset Di = {x j } j=1 contains realvalued d-dimensional data vectors x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ]> 2 Rd .
Each dimension refers to contextual feature, e.g, temperature,
humidity, gas concentration. Contextual vectors can be either
captured by ENs themselves or delivered by sensors directly
connected to ENs. EN ni incrementally extracts knowledge
from its Di by adopting any arbitrary methodology, e.g.,
on-line regression, classification, estimation of uni-variate
histogram per attribute, non-linear statistical dependencies
among attributes, and clustering. Without loss of generality,
we abstract each on-line knowledge derivation methodology
as a statistical synopsis S . Such synopsis is represented
in a vectorial space via a l-dimensional synopsis vectors
s = [s1 , s2 , . . . , sl ]> ⇢ Rl .

Definition III.1. A synopsis Si is a summarization of the
dataset Di of the EN ni depicting its statistical characteristics.
Synopsis Examples: A synopsis S ⌘ {s} represents the
linear multivariate regression coefficients s 2 Rd between the
d 1 and the output x 2 R from data
input vectors x>
O
IN 2 R
x = [xIN , xO ] such that xO = x>
s.
Alternatively,
in non-linear
IN
regression, s 2 Rl represents the non-linear coefficients of the
function estimation xO ⇠ f (xIN ; S ) as e.g., S ⌘ {s j , a j }kj=1
being the set k < |D| of the Support Vectors (SV) s j of
the data set D and the associated SV coefficients a j . In
clustering, synopsis S represents the k-centroids, i.e., the
k-means S ⌘ {s1 , . . . , sk } ⇢ Rd of the data space defined

by D with k < |D|. In linear data compression, synopsis
S ⌘ {s1 , . . . , sk } ⇢ Rd represents the first k < d Principal
Components (PCs) of the eigenbase corresponding to the
dataset D. These examples abstract synopsis as parameters in
statistical learning: supervised (regression) and unsupervised
(clustering; compression). Obviously the list is not exhaustive;
however, we can fairly represent the derived knowledge from
each EN’s dataset via synopsis.
Application Scenarios: In the network edge, we obtain N
local synopses S1 , . . . , SN over contextual data for building
e.g., ML-driven tasks (clustering, regression, dim. reduction);
refer to Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) floating over sea
surface for environmental monitoring in GNFUV project1 in
Fig. 1. Every EN/USV is responsible for maintaining synopsis up-to-date due to underlying data change (concept drift)
and monitoring network context, e.g., throughput. ENs share
synopses regularly obtaining a ‘neighboring view’ on the statistical properties of peers’ data while executing tasks/queries
(e.g., inference) allocated by a central base (Fig. 1). This
supports applications requiring pro-active decision making for:
(i) allocating tasks/analytics queries only to relevant ENs based
on their synopses studied in [30] and [49], (ii) share and update
ML models in Federated Learning [5] for environmental
monitoring based on synopses and network load, (iii) transfer
tasks for ML models training & inference ENs based on
network congestion [36], and (iv) separating context data by
distributively gathering similar data to same datasets studied
in [28]. As exemplified in Fig. 1, context data are stored to
ENs, thus, one can effectively train local ML models, securing
quality of predictive analytics tasks. This evidently facilitates
the allocation of analytics queries to ENs accessing only the
most ‘relevant’ data for analysis.
ENs exchange synopses and not data, however, potential
problems are expected related to increased network congestion, when data change and synopsis share rates are high,
and synopsis inconsistencies, when synopses share rate is
kept low. We trade off between communication overhead,
‘freshness’ and consistency of synopses: ENs should share
up-to-date synopses letting peers obtain consistent synopses
to reflect data statistical properties, at the expense of deluging
the edge. We can potentially reduce sharing rate achieving
less expected network deluge in light of ‘obsolete’ synopses
and inconsistency among local and delivered synopses, thus
degrading quality of analytics tasks due to discrepancy in data
summaries across peers. By inefficiently flooding synopses updates being unaware of network context dramatically increases
network congestion & latency violating the EC’s principle. A
sophisticated decision making is then deemed necessary to
optimally balance this trade-off taking into consideration the
dynamic nature of network and data contexts in EC.
B. Overview of Our Approach
We focus on the above-mentioned trade off by contributing
with a distributed decision making mechanism for synopsis
dissemination; the overarching aim is to let ENs know about
the inferred knowledge on the distributed datasets to decide on
1 https://sites.google.com/view/gnfuv/home
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Fig. 1: USVs (GNFUV1 ) share synopses while monitoring
network context and environmental data, and executing tasks.
TABLE I: Nomenclature
Notation
N , Ni
ni
Di
x
Si
s
CF
a
t
r
T
R
Z
V; I
v; q
b , b̂ , b̃
W
g
e
fX (x); FX (x)

Description
Set of ENs, neighborhood of EN ni
EC node (EN) i
ith dataset at the ith EN
d-dimensional data vector in Rd
Synopsis in EN ni
l-dimensional synopsis vector in Rl
Cluster Feature in tree-based synopsis creation
Least number of points in synopsis dominant clusters
Time instance for synopsis update
Synopsis update quantum
Pre-defined interval for sending a synopsis
Magnitude (L1 norm) of update quantum (r.v.)
Reward at every round of the update epoch (r.v.)
Network performance and agreement indicators (r.v.)
Network performance parameter; threshold
Actual, estimated and forecast probabilities P(v  q )
Sliding window size T of network performance values
Odds factor in optimal stopping criterion (16)
SMAPE forecast error
probability density; cumulative distribution function of X

certain analytics tasks. Specifically, we introduce a sequential
decision making mechanism on each EN that attempts to find
out when it is the right time to disseminate local synopses to
peer ENs for enhancing the knowledge awareness. We avoid
enforcing all the ENs disseminating their updated synopses
just ‘after’ the expiration of a pre-defined interval. That is
simply not the case, since not all synopses updates are synchronized as different ENs sense different data with different
patterns/trends, thus, we cannot assume that all the derived
synopsis are subject to change. Moreover, on a strict intervalbased protocol, ENs should disseminate their synopses no
matter if they are the same as in the previous reporting epoch.
If ENs were ‘synchronized’ for synopses dissemination, the
network would be expected to be deluged, which does not
scale especially when the number of ENs is relatively high.
We enhance ENs’ behavior that decides the delivery of
synopses to peers just after it is expected that synopses will
have been significantly altered compared to previous epoch(s).
The target is to optimally limit the communication while
ensuring high quality of disseminated synopses. A synopsis
decision dissemination is based on the qualitative perspective
of significant changes of synopses while being aware of the
network performance. The EN monitors: (i) the significant
changes in local synopsis as new data are received and (ii) the
network performance over fundamental metrics like latency,
bandwidth, loss of connectivity. We then implicitly incorpora-

tee into the network the necessary ‘randomness’ for individual
decision making, thus, potentially avoiding network flooding.
Such ‘randomness’ is achieved due to different data arriving
to different ENs and their stochastic decision making. The
‘randomness’ assists in reducing the possibility of synopses
dissemination at the same time limiting network deluge.
Assume that at discrete time t = {1, 2, . . .} a new data vector
xt arrives at EN ni . The synopsis si is then updated to a new
sti . Let rt = si sti be the difference (or discrepancy) over the
current (last sent) si and the updated synopsis sti . We coin this
discrepancy as update quantum.
Definition III.2. Update quantum rt is the discrepancy between si and sti synopsis vectors.
EN ni calculates synopsis discrepancy rt at time t as new
data vectors are received. ENs should delay the delivery of
altered sti until they experience significant difference, i.e.,
a high magnitude of rt . Then, neighboring ENs should be
efficiently informed on the altered synopsis.
Definition III.3. An update epoch is the amount of time between sending two consecutive updates of the current synopsis.
The update epoch is realized within pre-defined intervals,
T, 2T, 3T, . . . (T > 0). Without loss of generality, we focus on
an individual interval, e.g., [1, . . . , T ]. At each t, ENs check
if rt excuses to send the updated synopsis before the update
epoch expires taking into account the network context. ENs
observe the time series of update quanta {rt }. At the same
time, ENs nowcast and forecast the network performance to
gain a holistic view on the best time for synopsis dissemination. Our idea is to accumulate the magnitude of rt over time
and identify when the accumulated quanta depict significant
discrepancy in the synopsis. When such discrepancy is high
and cannot be tolerated, ENs should stop the monitoring
process, send the altered synopsis and start off a new epoch.
IV. S YNOPSES & N ETWORK P ERFORMANCE M ONITORING
A. Synopses Construction & Update
The synopsis is update is due to reception of new data.
There are many synopsis construction methods [18], [3],
e.g., sampling, histograms, wavelets, sketches, and microcluster summarization. Our mechanism is not affected by
the synopsis construction methods; however, fast techniques
are adopted for ENs to reduce computational load. Synopsis
update followed by decision making should be performed in
real-time. Therefore, we adopt the online micro-clustering [7]
for synopsis creation, since it supports hierarchical grouping
of the received data depicting their statistics at the same time.
Micro-clustering defines a tree-based structure based on the
Cluster Feature CF = hL, LS, SSi maintained for each cluster
such that: L is the number of data points; LS is the linear
sum of data points, and SS is the square sum of data points
SS. The most significant feature of this approach is that we
add CFs to aggregate two clusters. Our mechanism calculates
the CFs at pre-defined intervals. In intermediate tree-nodes,
we add entries in the form [CFk ,Childk ], where pointers to
underlying children are kept to maintain the hierarchy of
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clusters. The number of leaf nodes is threshold-controlled
which affects the tree height. When new data arrive in an
EN, the closest cluster is found and the internal and leaf
nodes are updated accordingly, i.e., alterations in CFs. Once
multiple clusters have been constructed, the synopsis refers
to the internal node(s) that represent clusters with at least a
data vectors. When the synopsis is to be sent to peer ENs,
we scan the CF-tree and retrieve those clusters containing
at least a data points, i.e., synopsis is the set of the adominant clusters. Let median M = mediank (Lk ) and median
absolute deviation (MAD) of number of points Lk per cluster
be MAD = mediank (|Lk M|), we select those clusters with
at least a = M 3MAD2 ; any other cluster is considered as
‘outlier’ and excluded from the synopsis. Therefore, synopsis
represents the data (sub)regions that dominate the dataset and
excludes data that are dissimilar to the majority.

Each EN apart from maintaining synopsis, monitors, nowcasts and forecasts network performance metrics to assess
the optimal synopsis delivery time. Network performance
metrics are categorized into [25]: (i) communication availability; (ii) packet loss and error; (iii) end-to-end latency; (iv)
throughput (volume of data transferred per time unit). There
are many efforts for monitoring packet error loss, latency
and throughput while operating systems offer access to such
parameters (e.g., via files -/proc/net/dev or commands -netperf
in Linux). The approach in [43] predicts bandwidth congestion
using weighted random early detection, while LinkWidth
[15] observes the induced traffic fluctuation and accurately
characterizes the available bandwidth of individual links and
entire network paths. Concerning packet error loss, time series
prediction and association analysis between traffic delays and
queue sizes at network gateways are studied in [8], latency
prediction in [32], and estimation of throughput in [35]. In
this work, we rely our nowcasting and forecasting on the
throughput (Mbit/s) metric whose statistical properties are
incorporated to the optimal decision making.
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and let Vt be the random variable (r.v.) indicating whether
a network performance parameter value vt (e.g., throughput)
is below threshold q at t. Hence, Vt = 1, if vt  q denoting
(without loss of generality) that network performance is of
bad quality; otherwise Vt = 0. We define the probability
b = P(vt  q ) = P(Vt = 1), thus, P(Vt = 0) = 1 b > 0.
Vt is affected by the type of the performance parameter and
therefore b = FV (q ) is the value of the cumulative distribution
function (cdf) FV of network parameter V . Performance parameters can be proportional or non-proportional. For having
a high quality network performance, we should have proportional values exceeding threshold and non-proportional values
below threshold, e.g., good network is indicated by increased
throughput with low packet loss. Two components in Fig.
2, probability b estimator and forecaster, are introduced to
nowcast and forecast network context.
A. Network Performance Probability Estimator
EN’s estimator shown in Fig. 2 nowcasts a proportional
network parameter v over time storing the recent T values
vt T +1 , vt T +2 , . . . , vt in a sliding window W . EN estimates
b = FV (q ) via estimating the probability density function
(pdf) fV (v) = P(V = v) of v adopting non-parametric Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) [11]. Having T recent samples
{vt T +k }k=T
k=1 , fV (v) is estimated as:
✓
◆
1 T
|v vt T +k |
K
,
(2)
fˆV (v; T ) =
Â
T · h k=1
h

where h > 0 is the bandwidth of the symmetric kernel K (u)
(integrating to unity). One of the most frequent adopted kernel
1 2
function is the Gaussian, i.e., K (u) = p12p e 2 u . We rely on
an incremental estimation of fˆV (v), fˆV (v; k) for k = 1, . . . , T ,
by previous estimate fˆV (v; k 1) and the current value vk . We
recursively obtain for k = 1, . . . , T :
✓
◆
ˆfV (v; k) = k 1 fˆV (v; k 1) + 1 K |v vt T +k | (3)
kh
kh
h

Upon capturing vk at k, fˆV (v; k) is incrementally estimated by
fˆV (v; k 1), thus, there is no need to store all the previous
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k 1 values for estimating fˆV (v; k). If we apply the Gaussian
function onR the KDE, we obtain an estimation of the cdf
F̂V (v; T ) = vvmin fˆV (u; T )du using the T values {vt T +k }k=T
k=1 :
✓
✓
◆◆
1 T 1
v vt T +k
p
F̂V (v; T ) = Â
1 + erf
(4)
T k=1 2
2
where erf (·) is the error function. Hence, at time t, we obtain
the estimation of b = P(Vt = 1) ⇡ b̂ = F̂V (q ; T ).
B. Network Performance Probability Forecaster
At t, EN estimates b based on T historical values, i.e., b̂ .
EN uses these values (see Fig. 2) for forecasting the probability
P(Vt+t = 1) in horizon T future time instances t = 1, . . . , T .
That is, EN forecasts vt+t where t = 1, . . . , T and then predicts
the future b value, notated by b̃ , in the upcoming horizon T .
Our decision is based on the historical as well as on the future
trends of the network parameter. When t = 1, we obtain onestep ahead forecasting at time t + 1.
For performing long-term forecasting, strategies can be
recursive; direct; DirRec; MIMO; and DIRMO [44]. Our
desideratum is to forecast vt+t within future horizon T based
on the past T observed values up to t and the forecasts
from t + 1 up to t + t 1, t > 1. Hence, we seek a method
that cannot be prune in error collection in successive rounds.
We then adopt the direct strategy to forecast the upcoming
values vt+t , t = 1, . . . , T . Such strategy does not use any
approximated values to calculate future estimations being then
immune to accumulation of errors. We use an ensemble of
forecasters and randomly select one for each of the t steps as
studied in [29]. Based on the T forecasts, i.e., ṽt+1 , . . . , ṽt+T ,
we estimate the P(Ṽ = v) of the forecast Ṽ parameter using
KDE over the T forecast values:
✓
◆
1 T
|v ṽt+t |
K
.
(5)
f˜Ṽ (v; T ) =
Â
T · h t=1
h
Similarly, using the recursion for the incremental approach as
described above, we estimate the cdf F̃Ṽ (v; T ), thus, we obtain
an estimate of the future forecast b within the next horizon T
such that: b̃ = F̃Ṽ (q ; T ). Note that, b̃ estimates the probability
that a forecast Ṽ value is less that q , i.e., b̃ = P(ṽ  q ).
The estimated cdf of past values indicates the realization of
b̂ based on the actual observations of the monitored network
performance. We introduce the concept of reliability on the
performance metric when the actual performance metric can
be successfully predicted given any arbitrary forecast error
|vt ṽt |. Given this concept, the estimated cdf of future values
indicates the realization of b̃ based on the future forecasts.
The upcoming epoch is based on a reliable prediction of the
performance metric given the recent T historical values and the
expected forecast error. Both, b̂ and b̃ are aggregated through
an ensemble average to obtain a reliable b for the upcoming
epoch. Specifically, the predictability of the forecaster is taken
into consideration for aggregating b̂ and b̃ . We use the
symmetric mean absolute percentage forecast error SMAPE:
e

=

1
T

T

|vi

ṽi |

Â |vi | + |ṽi | 2 [0, 1],

i=1

(6)

derived from the previous epoch after observing the actual
performance values. Then, the EN starts off an epoch with:
b

= b̃ + max(0.5, e)(b̂

b̃ ).

(7)

With e 0.5 (less reliability) we pay attention on historical
observations; while e < 0.5 makes the model to enter the
decision making epoch with high reliability.
VI. T IME -O PTIMIZED S YNOPSES M ANAGEMENT
Consider the random indicator It over vt w.r.t. q such that:
8
V
: vt > q ṽt > q , (agreement)
<1
V
: vt  q ṽt  q , (agreement)
It = 0
(8)
:
1 e : in any other case (disagreement).

It indicates when both the actual vt and the forecast ṽt are
in agreement
w.r.t. q or V
in disagreement. Specifically, when
V
vt > q ṽt > q or vt  q ṽt  q , the current observation of
the network performance and the forecast are in agreement
concerning the quality of the network. In this case, It = 1
depicting a good quality and It = 0 indicating a bad quality,
respectively, as the forecast aligns with the actual observation
compared with q . In any other case, there is a disagreement
between the actual and the forecast values. In this case vt
and ṽt are one on each side of q , i.e., either vt > q and
ṽt < q or vt < q and ṽt > q . The degree of such disagreement
is modelled as a function of the forecast SMAPE e: the
lower the error, i.e., vt and/or ṽt approach q from opposite
directions, the lower the disagreement and the indicator of
a good performance tends to unity. If the error is relatively
high (e ! 1), then, there is high unreliability on a good
performance of the network, thus, the indicator tends to zero,
in a pessimistic mode. Based on this formulation, the EN
observes the time series {Ik }k=t
k=1 of the indicator ahead of time
up to time instance t to judge on a good or bad behavior of
the network performance based on the inherent agreement /
disagreement of the observed and forecast performance values.
Given a significant cumulative change on the synopsis since
the last time t = 1 it sent the updated synopsis, the EN desires
to disseminate the up-to-date synopsis if {Ik }k=t
k=1 up to t are
expected to be at least non-zeros, i.e., Ik 2 {1, 1 e} for k =
1, . . . ,t with high probability. This signals a potential good
network in terms of the performance metric for the EN to
disseminate the up-to-date synopsis. Moreover, the cumulative
sum of the synopsis discrepancies (quanta) triggers the EN
for synopsis dissemination as well. The decision making for
synopsis dissemination is based on two stochastic quantities:
• continuous good network performance represented by
the product of random indicators ’tk=1 Ik , desired to be
positive (Ik > 0) for a long period;
t
• cumulative sum of discrepancies Âk=1 Rk , desired to be
high enough to postpone synopsis dissemination, thus,
avoiding network deluge with many updates.
However, we cannot leave such cumulative sum to be arbitrarily high, since the local synopsis will be far discrepant
with the most recently sent synopsis, degrading the quality of
information. Moreover, we cannot procrastinating the synopsis
dissemination in light of communication efficiency since the
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network performance is not expected to be of high quality
for a high period of time since the last time we disseminated
the synopsis. Such procrastination is based on the estimated
and forecast probabilities b̂ and b̃ , respectively. The core
idea is that: the EN should decide to disseminate the updated
synopsis dealing with the trade-off between quality of information processing by minimizing the synopsis discrepancies
within its peers, with delaying the synopsis dissemination
in light of reducing communication overhead. Nonetheless,
when the EN decides on disseminating the updated synopsis,
the network at that time instance should be strictly in a
good performance, i.e., vt > q . Otherwise, the EN should reschedule the synopsis dissemination in a later stage. Then,
given that P(It = 1) = (1 b̂ )(1 b̃ ), P(It = 0) = b̂ b̃ and
P(It = 1 e) = 1 P(It = 1) P(It = 0), at t the expected
network performance is given by:
E[It ] = b̂ (1

b̃ )(1

e) + (1

b̂ )(1

e b̃ ).

(9)

Based on this reasoning, we define a decision function that
encapsulates the delay of synopsis dissemination in light of
communication overhead given that the network demonstrates
a good behavior, thus, triggering the EN to send its updated
synopsis in its neighborhood. As long as the EN delays
sending the synopsis, then the cumulative discrepancy sum
Âtk=1 Rk monotonically increases while the risk of having a
positive product ’tk=1 Ik increases to due to the stochastic
nature of the network performance. If, at t, the EN decides
to send the updated synopsis, we enforce the network to be
in a good performance to avoid re-scheduling the synopsis
dissemination, as shown in Fig. 3(right). We then define the
stochastic function:
Zt

=

t

t

k=1

k=1

’ Ik · Â Rk ,

(10)

which reflects the payoff of postponing the synopsis dissemination in light of minimizing communication overhead. Hence,
the decision function to be maximized is:
⇢
Zt : if vt > q ,
Yt =
(11)
0 : otherwise,

Yt reflects the gain (payoff) of deciding to disseminate an
updated synopsis at that time where the network is in a good
performance. Note that it might be the case to have decided
at k < t to postpone the synopsis dissemination for time t,
but at some time instances in between k + 1 and t 1 the
1
network behaves badly, thus, ’tl=k+1
Il = 0. In this case, our
decision receives zero reward. Or, even if the network behaves
1
good in our decided postponement period, i.e., ’tl=k+1
Il = 1,
the decision on sending the updated synopsis at t receives
zero reward since at that time vt  q . On the other hand,
based on the two above-mentioned sequential risks, we desire
to postpone the synopsis update to avoid network overload.
Given that It , Rt , vt are stochastic, thus, the decision Yt to be
maximized is also random, we need to find the (optimal) time
t ⇤ to attain the supremum of the expectation of Yt . Our timeoptimized problem is to maximize the expectation of decision
under the sequential risks expressed as:
t ⇤ = arg ess sup E[Yt ],
t 0

(12)

denoting the estimation of the optimal stopping time t ⇤ 0
that maximizes the essential supremum of the expected Yt .
We propose a methodology to find a rule for estimating t ⇤
in (12) to maximize the expectation. First, we need to prove
that given our function in (11) with the involved risks, t ⇤
exists and attains the essential supremum of this stochastic
expectation in a real-valued horizon, i.e., t ⇤ < +•. After
proving its existence, we require to establish a sequentialbased decision making rule which relies on the statistics b̂ and
b̃ (observed discrepancies and network perofmance context)
that obtains optimal value for t ⇤ . Given this stopping time
rule, we require to guarantee its uniqueness in our problem.
Any other sequential decision making rule based on the above
statistics does not maximize the expectation.
1) Optimal Stopping Theory: The OST deals with the
problem of choosing the best time instance to take the decision
of performing a certain action. This decision is based on
sequentially observed random variables to maximize a welldefined expected reward [17]. For given random variables
X1 , X2 , . . . and measurable functions Yt = µt (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xt ),
t = 1, 2, . . . and Y• = µ• (X1 , X2 , . . .), the problem is to find
a stopping time t ⇤ to maximize E[Yt ⇤ ]. t ⇤ is a random variable
with values in {1, 2, . . .} such that the event {t ⇤ = t} is in
the Borel field (filtration) Ft generated by X1 , . . . , Xt , i.e.,
the only available information we have obtained up to t:
Ft = B(X1 , . . . , Xt ). Hence, the decision to stop at t is a function
of X1 , . . . , Xt and does not depend on future observations.
Theorem VI.1 (Existence of Optimal Stopping Time). If
E[supt Yt ] < • and limt!• supt Yt  Y• almost surely (a.s.),
then the stopping time t 0 = inf{t 1|Yt = ess supt 0 t E[Yt 0 |Ft ]}
is optimal.
Proof. See [17].

⌅

The (essential) supremum ess supt 0 t E[Yt 0 |Ft ] is taken over
all stopping times t 0 such that t 0 t a.s. The optimal stopping
time t ⇤ is obtained through the ‘principle of optimality’ [4].
2) An Optimal Stopping Time for Synopses Dissemination:
The proposed time-optimized synopses dissemination model
concludes on a decision based on sequential observations of
pairs (It , Rt ) at t. Without loss of generality, It and Rt are
statistically independent: the former expresses the network
performance status, while the latter the discrepancy of the current synopsis due to possible changes of the underlying data.
Persisting non-zero values of It make ourselves confident on
disseminating the new synopsis given a significant cumulative
discrepancy. On the other hand, as we delay our decision on
a dissemination decision, the observation process progresses
further, thus yielding possible higher synopsis discrepancy
given a bad network performance. A decision taken at t is:
• either to assert that the network quality is high along with
significantly high cumulative discrepancy, then, disseminate the updated synopsis to the neighbouring ENs,
• or continue the synopsis observation and network monitoring process at time t +1, then, proceed with a decision.
We will show that our mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 2, based
on the cumulative discrepancy sums Âtt=1 Rt and network
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performance indicator products ’tt=1 It determines an optimal
stopping time that maximizes (12).
Theorem VI.2. An optimal stopping time for the synopsis
dissemination decision problem in (12) exists.
Proof. Based on Theorem VI.1 We have to prove that the
optimal stopping time t ⇤ exists and is derived from the
principle of optimality [4]: prove that limt!• supYt  Y• a.s.
and E[supt Yt ] < •. It ’s are non-negative and from the strong
law of numbers 1t Âtt=1 It ! E[I] a.s. such that:
t

a.s.

Yt  tg t (1/t) Â It ⇡ tg t E[I] ! 0,

(13)

t=1

with limt!• supt Yt = Y• = 0 for g 2 (0, 1). In addition,
sup Yt  sup g t
t

t

Hence, E[supt Yt ] 

t

t

•

t=1

t=1

t=1

Â It  sup
Â g t It  Â g t It .
t

t
Â•
t=1 g E[I] =

E[I] 1

g

g

< •.

(14)
⌅

The network indicators {It } are non-negative, thus, our
problem is classified as monotone [17]. In such a case, t ⇤ ,
since it exists by Theorem VI.2, is obtained by the 1-stage
look-ahead optimal rule (1–sla) [17]. In this particular case of
our problem, we should decide on a synopsis dissemination
at the first stopping time t at which Yt E[Yt+1 |Ft ] given the
filtration Ft = {(I1 , R1 , )} of the observed indicator values and
synopsis discrepancy values up to t, i.e.,
⇤

t = inf{t

1|Yt

E[Yt+1 |Ft ]}

(15)

In our monotone optimal stopping problem with observed
pairs (I1 , R1 ), (I2 , R2 ), . . . and rewards Y1 ,Y2 , . . . ,Y• , the 1-state
look-ahead optimal since supt Yt has finite expectation with
limt!• supt Yt = Y• = 0 a.s.; refer to proof of Theorem VI.2.
Theorem VI.3. Given the L p -norm expectation of the synopsis
discrepancy E[krk p ] and the approximated probabilities b̂ > 0
and b̃ > 0 of the observed and the predicted network performance metric, the optimal stopping time t ⇤ for the synopsis
dissemination decision problem in (12) is:
t ⇤ = inf{t

t

1| Â Rk
k=1

with g = (1

b̂ )(1 + (1

e)b̂ (1

g
1

g
b̃ )

E[krk p ]},

(16)

e b̃ ).

E[Zt+1 |Ft ] · P(vt+1 > q |Ft ).

(17)

Since Zt+1 = ’tk=1 Ik · It+1 · (Âtk=1 Rk + Rt+1 ), given the filtration Ft , we obtain that:
E[Zt+1 |Ft ] =

t

t

k=1

k=1

’ Ik · E[It+1 ] · ( Â Rk + E[Rt+1 ]),

E[Yt+1 |Ft ] = (1

b̂ )(1 + (1
t

t

k=1

k=1

e)b̂ (1

b̃ )

e b̃ )

· ’ Ik · ( Â Rk + E[krk p ]),

replacing the expectation E[I] from (9) and the expectation of
the synopsis discrepancy E[R] = E[krk p ]. Based on the 1-step
look ahead optimal stopping rule, we stop and disseminate the
synopsis at the first time instance where the current reward at
t is greater than the expected reward should we continue at
t + 1 and then stop. Hence, we obtain the inequality from (15),
that is, we stop when Yt = ’tk=1 Ik · Âtk=1 Rk E[Yt+1 |Ft ] or at
time t ⇤ such that: t ⇤ = inf{t 1| Âtk=1 Rk 1 g g E[krk p ]}, with
g = (1 b̂ )(1 + (1 e)b̂ (1 b̃ ) e b̃ ).
⌅
Since our optimal stopping time problem exists and is
monotone according to Theorems VI.2 and VI.1, the provided
optimal stopping time in Theorem VI.3 is unique.
Corollary 1. The solution of the optimal stopping time t ⇤
provided in Theorem VI.3 is unique.
Proof. See [22].

⌅

Corollary 2. The EN starts
⇣ off
⌘⇣ the ⌘synopsis dissemination
b̃
e
decision process iff: b̂ < 1 b̃
1 e .
Proof. The odds in Eq(16) 1 g g should be positive. Since g > 0,
we obtain the upper bound of b̂ by re-arranging the factors.
⌅

EN locally executes Algorithm 1: EN monitors past and
predicts future network performance (lines 1-2) to estimate b
for the OST process, while accumulates quanta (lines 5-7) to
decide on synopsis dissemination to neighbors (lines 8; 13-16).
This requires O(T ) time for estimating & predicting b , O(dT )
space for storing data in W , O(1) time for assessing criterion
in (16). Space and time complexity is O(dT ) for maintaining
the CF-based synopsis. Evidently, the overall mechanism is
deemed appropriated w.r.t. computational load to be adopted
by ENs in resource-constrained EC environments due to its
lightweight complexity and low-memory-footprint.
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

Proof. The expectation of E[Yt+1 |Ft ] depends on the filtration
Ft . Assume that up to t, the risk ’tk=1 Ik > 0 and we have not
stopped. That is, we take one more observation (It+1 , Rt+1 )
and then decide on t + 1. We obtain that:
E[Yt+1 |Ft ] =

with probability P(vt+1 > q |Ft ) = 1 b̂ . Hence, the expected
reward at t + 1 given that we do no stop at t is then:

(18)

We provide a performance evaluation of our model, coined
Optimal Stopping Decision Model (OSDM) and a comparative assessment with the approaches in [13], [34], and [36].
A. Experimental Setup
1) Performance Metrics: We first calculate the density
of optimal stopping times t ⇤ to investigate the statistical
properties of the time required for deciding on synopsis
dissemination to peers. In addition, given a time horizon T ,
we define the expected percentage of conclusion decision time
f where OSDM requires to reach a decision over n runs, i.e.,
t⇤
f = 1n Ânk=1 Tk . A value of f ! 1 denotes that OSDM spends
the whole horizon T to reach an optimal decision; while
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Algorithm 1: Time-optimized algorithm for EN ni .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

monitor net performance vt ; add and slide window W ;
estimate b̂ and forecast b̃ ;
S 0; STOP
FALSE;
while ¬STOP do
receive data xt and update synopsis Si (xt );
calculate quantum rt = si sti and discrepancy Rt ;
update S S + Rt ;
if criterion (16 ) holds true then
STOP
TRUE /*new epoch*/ ;
send Si , 8 j 2 Ni /*send synopsis*/ ;
calculate b in (7) w.r.t. T, b̂ , b̃ ; go to line 1;
else
monitor vt ; add and slide W /*continue*/;
estimate b̂ ; forecast b̃ ; go to line 4;
end
end

when f ! 0, OSDM achieves optimal synopsis dissemination
at early stages of the update epochs. We also introduce the
metric d indicating the expected magnitude of the synopsis
quantum (average L1 norm discrepancy krk1 ) over n runs
⇤
at optimal times t ⇤ , i.e., d = n1 Âkstk sknk=1 . This metric is
⇤
evaluated at optimal times t (at the time updated synopses
are disseminated) and denotes the ability of OSDM to ‘react’
even in limited changes in the updated synopses over the
time until before their delivery. To investigate the capability
of OSDM to avoid network overloading of the network by
minimizing the number of synopses updates (messages), we
calculate the expected frequency where OSDM delivers the
synopsis at t ⇤ 2 [1, T ], i.e., y = 1n Ânk=1 tT⇤ , with y 2 [0, T ].
k
When y ! T , OSDM stops frequently, thus, many messages
are transferred in the network increasing communication; with
y ! 0, synopses are mostly delivered after the expiration T .
2) Real Datasets: We experiment with two real datasets:
Dataset D1 [6] contains 3-dim. (d = 3) vectors with TCP
network performance metrics3 x = [x1 , x2 , x3 ], with x1 =
throughout (MBit/s), x2 = size of TCP congestion window
(Kbytes), and x3 = link cost (w.r.t. Babel4 routing protocol),
recorded every 10s by a swarm of ten Unmanned Surface
Vehicles (USVs). Each USV, equipped with a Raspberry Pi for
local computation, floats on sea surface in the coastal area of
Skaramagas, Greece, communicating using TCP. Fig. 4 shows
the pdf of throughput and congestion metrics with Coefficient
of Variation (CoV) 0.80 and 1.15, resp., indicating highly
variance variables (CoV is std deviation to mean ratio sµ ).
Congestion is strongly, positively correlated with throughput
(Pearson coefficient 0.79), while the link cost has negative
moderate correlation with congestion and throughput (-0.56
and -0.43, resp.). Dataset D2 [26] contains 2-dim. (d = 2)
USVs sensor readings5 x = [x1 , x2 ] (x1 = humidity, x2 =
temperature; see Fig. 4) recorded every 10s from a swarm of
3 https://mm.aueb.gr/unsurpassed/

4 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6126

5 https://sites.google.com/view/gnfuv

four USVs floating in Skaramagas. The CoV for temperature
and humidity is 0.11 and 0.09, resp. with Pearson coefficient
-0.41, indicating negative moderate correlated variables with
relatively low variance. The throughput is used as the network
performance metric v whose pdf is shown in Fig. 4(upper-left)
for estimating b̂ and forecasting b̃ . Finally, a = (45, 34) in D1
and D2, resp., corresponding to 79% and 85% of datasets size.
3) Models Under Comparison: We provide a comparative
assessment of OSDM with the following approaches: (i)
Random Decision Model (RDM), which takes a decision
when the accumulated synopses quanta are over a pre-defined
threshold and is unaware of network performance. RDM
is adopted from the random scheduling model in [13]; (ii)
Prediction-based Model (PM) [34], which proceeds with
a decision when the forecast of future network performance
metric violates threshold q . We use our estimate b̃ for a fair
comparison with PM w.r.t. threshold q ; (iii) SPY Model [36],
which takes decisions based on the optimal stopping time as
a percentage of the average stopping times over the past.
We take average values of the metrics for all models over
n = 1000 runs, T = 1000 horizon with SMAPE ranged e 2
[0.2, 0.8]. At each run, we construct synopses, calculate update
quanta and monitor the network throughput.
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Fig. 4: Probability densities for (upper) throughput and congestion (D1); (lower) temperature and humidity (D2).

B. Performance Assessment
Fig. 5 shows how odds factor g depends on the estimated
and forecast probabilities b̂ and b̃ resp., conditioned on the
lowest and highest error e 2 {0.2, 0.8}. Factor g turns higher
with low e yielding OSDM to postpone synopsis dissemination
in light of minimizing communication. Also, g is significantly
affected by b̃ instead of b̂ reflecting the impact of forecasting
to decision making. High b̃ leads to a low g no matter b̂ & e;
while the higher g becomes, the higher the expected synopsis
quantum affects the decision. With high g, OSDM accumulates
more quanta before disseminating the synopsis. We conclude
that increased estimated probability to violate network performance metric ‘alleviates’ OSDM to take advanced decisions.
When forecasting b̃ is unreliable evidenced by high e = 0.8
(Fig. 5(right)) especially due to unpredictable network performance, OSDM avoids postponing synopsis delivery (reflected
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by decreasing odds factor g; evidenced in Fig. 5)) as the
network performance deteriorates (small b̂ ). There is no reason
OSDM to wait for better network status in the future and
rely on this decision, since any prediction on the foreseeable
network status is not reliable. Thus, in light of avoiding the risk
of increasing arbitrarily the discrepancy between synopses,
OSDM decides to disseminate synopses at an early epoch
stage, at the expense of increased communication.

mean estimated and forecast probabilities E[b̂ ] ⇡ E[b̃ ] ⇡ 0.20.
This reflects a ‘good’ performance network. All models assume similar dissemination frequency except for PM achieving
mostly low t ⇤ times (high frequency); PM is expected to
flood the network. Fig. 8 shows pd f (t ⇤ ) densities having a
‘bad’ performance network with E[b̂ ] ⇡ E[b̃ ] ⇡ 0.70. Here,
OSDM’s update times range in (1,10) and (1,25) in D1 and D2,
resp. This confirms our observations related to the intention
of OSDM to accumulate update quanta while postponing the
decision due to bad network performance.
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Fig. 5: Impact of estimated and forecast probabilities on
decision factor g conditioned to min & max SMAPE e.
Fig. 6 (left) shows the feasible space for estimated b̂ against
forecast b̃ and error e interpolating pairs (see Corollary 2).
OSDM starts off the process when b̂ is high achieved by high
b̃ & e. This is the ‘normal’ process as OSDM concludes that
there is an increased risk for a ‘bad’ network, thus, adapting
by postponing the process (i.e., high b̂ ). OSDM decides to
accumulate more quanta before the final decision takes place.
The accumulated quanta are proportionally affected by the
expected synopsis difference E[krk p ] and odds factor g as
evidenced in Fig. 6 (right); here we take the L1 norm (p = 1).
OSDM is heavily affected by the probability of dealing
with a limited network performance: OSDM is adjusted by
decreasing the synopsis dissemination frequency while waiting
to accumulate more quanta. Instead, when expected synopsis
difference and g are low, OSDM increases the frequency
accordingly to keep peers up-to-date.

Fig. 6: (Left) Maximum b̂ value for starting off a synopsis
dissemination process; (right) accumulated sum of quanta
triggering a dissemination decision.
C. Comparative Assessment
Fig. 7 shows the densities pd f (t ⇤ ) of synopsis update times
⇤
t for all models: OSDM, RDM, PM and SPY, having low
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Fig. 7: Probability densities of t ⇤ for OSDM, RDM, PM, SPY
with E[b̂ ] ⇡ E[b̃ ] ⇡ 0.20 (‘good’ network performance).
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Fig. 8: Probability densities of t ⇤ for OSDM, RDM, PM, SPY
with E[b̂ ] ⇡ E[b̃ ] ⇡ 0.70 (‘bad’ network performance).
Figures 9 & 10 show the expected percentage of delay in
decision f over good and bad network performance. The time
percentage spent for the decision process varies across models.
In a bad performance network (E[b̃ ] = 0.7, OSDM postpones
the final decision in high hopes of successfully disseminating
synopsis updates. While, in a good performance network,
OSDM synopsis delivery is achieved after the accumulation
of a low difference to keep peer ENs up-to-date. Notably, D2
results in higher f compared to D1 mainly due to the lower
data variability (recall the CoV data values in both D1 and
D2). Hence, OSDM delays more to accumulate a significant
synopsis difference and then distributes it to the network.
Figures 11 & 12 show the impact of estimated and forecast
probability on the expected synopsis magnitude d (anticipated
synopsis discrepancy at the time of stopping). One can observe
that d is below 50 for all models and in the majority of b̂ .
While, this observation does not stand true for OSDM when
b̂ ! 1. In that case, OSDM ‘foresees’ a bad quality of the
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Fig. 9: Expected percentage of optimal decision time f over
‘good’ network performance (E[b̂ ] ⇡ E[b̃ ] ⇡ 0.2); for D1, D2.
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Fig. 10: Expected percentage of optimal decision time f over
‘good’ network performance (E[b̂ ] ⇡ E[b̃ ] ⇡ 0.7); for D1, D2.
network and decides to accumulate more quanta postponing
the stopping decision to avoid the risk of unsuccessful delivery
of synopses. This holds true for both D1 and D2, even if
with D2 OSDM obtains lower d than D1; we obtain similar
results in Fig. 12. OSDM scalably manages to achieve average
magnitude below 20 for both D1 and D2 no matter b̃ , while
does not lead to very high d even when b̃ ! 1. This indicates
that OSDM heavily relies on past observations of network
performance instead of future estimations.

Fig. 12: Expected synopsis magnitude d vs. forecast b̃ for all
models over D1 and D2.
messages) is affected by the stopping time which, in turn,
affected by the accumulated quanta and network performance
for all models. As OSDM’s forecast of bad performance
network increases, the expected communication decreases.
OSDM is fully adapted to the network context by reducing the
messages to avoid potential bottlenecks that will jeopardize the
delivery of synopses. In case where the possibility of having
a bad network performance is low, OSDM increases message
rate being aligned with the magnitude of consecutive synopses
discrepancy. OSDM assumes slightly higher communication in
D1 than in D2 as the underlying data exhibit higher variability.
Hence, the discrepancy between subsequent synopses are
reduced leading to an increased rate of ‘firing’ a stopping decision. Evidently, the other models do not adjust their delivery
rate since they fail to monitor the network performance and
take the network context into consideration. This yields OSDM
appropriate for EC environments monitoring and forecasting
network performance in optimally deciding on disseminating
pieces of knowledge among ENs thus supporting distributed
predictive analytics and data management tasks.
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Finally, we experiment with the expected communication
coping with the trade-off quality of disseminated synopsis and
communication under monitoring the network performance.
Fig. 13 shows how the communication (# synopsis update
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Fig. 13: Communication load (#messages of synopsis updates)
vs. estimated b̂ for D1, D2.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK
The fundamental data management decision ENs should
deal with is successfully dissemination of data synopses to
facilitate their peers to decide where to allocate tasks (e.g.,
predictive analytics) and processes (e.g., data analysis) in EC
environments. We focus on in-network context-aware delivery
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of data synopses to peers under two goals: (i) deliver data summaries when significant updates are experienced and (ii) avoid
unnecessary network communication. We introduce a timeoptimized context-aware mechanism adopting the principles
of the Optimal Stopping Theory and present the relevant formulations and theorems. Nodes monitor synopses changes and
network context and optimally decide when to diffuse knowledge. Our experiments showcase that the proposed mechanism
efficiently fulfils the objectives evidenced by comprehensive
performance and comparative assessment with other models.
Our research agenda includes an uncertainty management
mechanism coping with inherent uncertainty of network performance prediction e.g., forecasting network latency. We
also plan to develop lightweight multivariate decision making
capturing not only individual node’s context, but also the
context of its interconnected neighbors.
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